Gates McGinitie Reading Test (GMRT) - What to order if you’re scoring
Forms 3 and 4
- Test Booklets (1 per student)
- Teacher’s Manual (1 per classroom)
- Hand Scorable Answer Sheets (1 per student for Levels D-F)
- Scoring Key (1 per classroom for Levels Pre - C)
- Scoring Mask (1 per classroom for Levels D-F)

Gates McGinitie Reading Test (GMRT) - What to order if you’re scoring
Forms S and T
- Test Booklets (1 per student)
- Teacher’s Manual (1 per classroom)
- Hand Scorable Answer Sheets (1 per student for Levels 4-12)
- Scoring Key (1 per classroom for Levels Pre - 3)
- Scoring Mask (1 per classroom for Levels 4-12)
  *This version uses US norms and is only available with hand scoring

GMRT - What to order if you’re sending to Nelson for scoring
- Test Booklets (1 per student)
- Teacher’s Manual (1 per classroom)
- Machine Scorable Answer Sheets (1 per student for Levels D-F)
- Building ID sheets (1 per school)
- Class ID Sheets (1 per class)
- Nelson Scoring Services order form (1 per school)
  * Test Booklets are consumable for Levels Pre- C and are reusable for Levels D-F

GMRT – What to send to Nelson for scoring
- Completed Nelson Scoring Service order form (1 per school)
- Completed Building ID sheet (1 per school)
- Completed Class ID sheets (1 per class)
- Completed workbooks for levels Pre- C bundled by class
- Completed answer sheets for levels D-F bundled by class DO NOT FOLD
- Do not send workbooks levels D-F
*To avoid charges for rescoring, please ensure the identification portion of the booklet or answer sheet, is properly completed and legible and that bubbles are filled in cleanly.

Shipping Address
Nelson Scoring
Nelson Education
1120 Birchmount Ave.
Toronto, ON
M1K 5G4